
Meeting Minutes - Community Climate Advisory Committee
[June 8th, 2021]

The Community Climate Advisory Committee met virtually. Present: [Dennis Rigby, Mark
Weldon, Rachel Maker, John Sakrasek, Jean Wiedenheft, Jason Snell, Laura Barr, and Carter
Oswood] all via Zoom video call. Also present [Sylvia Brueckert of the city, Abby Finis, Jessi
Wyatt and Kris Acuña of Great Plains Institute]. The meeting was held as an electronic regular
City Council meeting because a meeting in person was impossible or impractical due to
concerns for the health and safety of Community Climate Advisory Committee members, staff
and the public presented by COVID-19.

_____________________________________________________________

AGENDA

Welcome and Meeting Overview. Abby Finis of the Great Plains Institute started the meeting
introducing those who are on the call, then provided an overview of the agenda. Reminder that
the next meeting will be June 29th.

Initiatives Exercise. Abby reviewed eight issue statements to provide a ground level for the
meeting’s discussion. The statements were divided in half with an activity for input after each
half. The issue statements were focused on residential energy, commercial energy,
transportation and land use, waste, environmental quality, access to healthy food, access to
parks, and green jobs.

Committee members were invited to use Jamboard, an online collaboration tool, to respond the
following questions for each of eight issue statements:

● In 2030, what does it look like to successfully address this issue?
● How is success achieved? What, specifically needs to happen?
● What resources are necessary to achieve success?
● Who needs to be involved in implementation to ensure equitable outcomes?

CACC Members took 15 minutes for each round to go through and answer the question
prompts associated with each topic. The responses were recorded using JamBoard, an



interactive Google platform that allowed CACC members to add “post-its” with their responses
to a collaborative board; these “post-its” are aggregated below.

I. Residential Energy

In 2030, what does it look like to successfully address residential energy use?

● All newer homes are built to be of max efficiency and using all electric, renewable
energy. Older homes are provided easy-to-use programs to upgrade to electrification.

● More renewable energy. More solar power in residences.
● Training for renewable jobs is promoted and easily accessible by poor and working class

via Kirkwood and other institutions.
● more "smart" home applications
● 45% of CR homes have been retrofitted with energy efficiency and have converted to all

electric appliances for heating, hot water, drying clothes and cooking.
● Have technology kind of like in hotels where things turn off when people are not home.
● All new homes are optimized for energy efficiency and are all electric.  Gas service is not

provided to the homes.
● Mandates for new buildings to adhere to set standards, majority of existing homes

retrofitted with energy efficient appliances
● Electrification of homes largest appliances.
● Incentives for landlords and rentals to upgrade to more efficient systems.

How is success achieved? What, specifically, needs to happen?

● Dedication to outreach, funding for training programs, funding for upgrades for residents
● Revisit the tax refunds for solar/ wind
● Strong incentives for residents to break old habits and upgrade to solar and

electrification
● Building codes require high energy efficiency strategies and all electric appliances.
● Rebates for "smart" home applications
● Policy that economically incentivizes homeowners to adopt energy efficient methods
● Sufficient funding and resources are provided to retrofit 45% of homes to achieve high

energy efficiency.
● Subsidized electrification options
● Free installation?
● Clean Energy Districts have helped businesses, non-profits and government entities

learn about and adopt solar, even assisting in identifying investors who can access tax
credits.

What resources are necessary to achieve success?

● Funds. Perhaps the ARP (American Rescue Plan) funds could be a strong start to these
programs.

● Clear communication of the facts and benefits of electrification
● Political will to implement new building codes that require energy efficiency and all

electric appliances.
● Education- Round tables- Community organization
● "Buy in" from our leaders and influencers in the community
● Programs to support electrification in poorest neighborhoods.
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● Significant federal/state/local government spending and/or salient incentives to
homeowners/landlords

Who needs to be involved in implementation to ensure equitable outcomes?

● Training at Kirkwood and other schools, cooperation with solar businesses, high
payment for land use for solar and wind farms to incentivize

● Translators for materials and trainers to train new solar and wind workers
● Developers
● Landlords
● Building Code
● All citizens need to participate and be involved. Incentives will be necessary to

encourage broad participation.
● Contractors and "repair people" -- Window contractors, HVAC contractors
● Realistically, by 2030, a equitable and efficient segment of the population

II. Commercial Energy

In 2030, what does it look like to successfully address residential energy use?

● Reduce energy usage by making commercial buildings and commercial equipment more
energy efficient

● New buildings are electric. Older buildings are upgraded.
● Mandates for new buildings to adhere to set standards, majority of existing homes

retrofitted with energy efficient appliances
● Create a cooperative partnership with business owners, building lessors and utility

companies to finance energy efficiency and renewable energy improvements such that
energy savings pays for the improvements and business owners costs do not increase in
the short term.

● Programs/grants that provide small businesses access support to sustain their business
but also support climate change initiatives.

How is success achieved? What specifically needs to happen?

● Introducing business owners to the Wildan energy Design assistance.
● tax incentives/breaks/rebates could help small businesses implement energy efficiency

models.
● More opportunities to offset with renewable energy
● Mandates for new buildings to adhere to set standards, majority of existing homes

retrofitted with energy efficient appliances
● *same answer as residential

What resources are necessary to achieve success?

● Funds, incentives for businesses, awards for successes
● Education of business owners, including the landlords. Incentive programs to encourage

both landlords and tenants to make changes.

Who needs to be involved in implementation to ensure equitable outcomes?
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● government oversite; perhaps sliding scale programs or grants for small businesses.
● Employees
● Unions
● Climate Groups
● Realistically, by 2030, a equitable and efficient segment of the population
● Business leaders, community leaders and political leaders.

III. Transportation and Land Use

In 2030, what does it look like to successfully address residential energy use?

● Ample electric high-speed chargers throughout the city.
● Bike routes are well used and connect all sectors of the city, safely.
● Telecommuting is the norm and parking becomes more limited, but also lower cost or

free in downtown.
● increase fleet vehicle purchases to electric vehicles whenever possible
● Food deserts are eliminated, allowing people to bike or walk to area stores.
● Shared transportation (busses) are electrified.
● 45% of miles traveled are in zero emission vehicles.
● add incentives to landlords to install vehicle chargers
● Shared transportation is more convenient, customer-focused, and righ-sized. Eliminating

people's need to drive alone or for non-profits to fill the gap.
● Use of permeable options for storm water run off, center lane reduction for public use.

City fleet uses electric power
● Shared transportation is more convenient, customer-focused, and righ-sized. Eliminating

people's need to drive alone or for non-profits to fill the gap.
● Equitable access to alternatives
● More vertical rather than horizontal development of homes and businesses

How is success achieved? What, specifically needs to happen?

● Options for people to get where they need to go without creating emissions.  Drastic
changes to neighborhoods are necessary to bring services closer to all people.

● increase shade trees; use artificial coverings in the short-term while the canopy regrows
● increase public, outdoor water fountains along sidewalks, along with bike repair stations

What resources are necessary to achieve success?

● Assign a price to reflect the social costs of creating additional emissions to create
incentives for alternative zero emission transportation options.

● Policies that make zero emission options attractive and widespread.
● Access to bikes and bike repair stations, accessible bike ridership programs for children

to learn safety/rules
● Well-marked trails and bike lane options, that are easy to follow.
● Time, money and commitment

Who needs to be involved in implementation to ensure equitable outcomes?

● Finding bike sponsorship through businesses/organizations, churches sponsor youth of
their church, etc.

● Community and political leaders and all citizens must be involved.
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● City Transportation Dept, City Road Dept.

IV. Waste

In 2030, what does it look like to successfully address waste?

● Items put in recycling are actually recycled
● Home access to compost programs / bins
● 45% reduction in waste by 2030.
● Have more cans/ recycling centers available
● Encourage and educate people on how to properly recycle
● Charge for grocery bags!
● Encourage home gardens / Educate people on how to grow their own food
● Charge more for "garbage" For example in Maine you only get 1 bag per week, after that

you have to pay extra so there's more incentive to compost and recycle.
● Bring back "Home Ec" to high school programs. Teach kids how to mend clothes, cook

their own food
● Largest companies and health care systems in town recycle.

How is success achieved? What, specifically needs to happen?

● Embrace the "Buy Nothing" Communities and have a central CR platform to exchange
items

● Education in different types of waste, ie textile waste and consumption: have free
clothing closets available at schools w/ secondhand clothing (most accessible),
encourage thrift shops, shopping vintage, sustainable brands (least accessible)

● Cost of production is considered in pricing of goods (but how also to balance that with
equity?)

● Ban single use plastic bags and bottles
● Ban plastic grocery sacks.
● Promote products that encompass the entire life cycle from birth to death sustainably.

Establish individual goals for waste reduction.
● Meet with largest companies and figure out what barriers they might have to recycling

and work with them to help.

What resources are necessary to achieve success?

● Education from a young age
● Locally grown food distributed/accessible closer to different neighborhoods. Micro

farmers markets at parks located throughout the city. Free/trade food
● Make single use items hard to find, while bulk is cheaper and accessible.
● Incentives -- make it more costly to be wasteful
● Encourage development of companies that can process pre-consumer waste into

beneficial products such as energy pellets for building heating.
● Massive public communication campaigns and feedback on goal achievement.

Who needs to be involved in implementation to ensure equitable outcomes?

● All community members, perhaps through neighborhood associations.
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● School District
● Recycling and Trash Collection Centers
● Neighborhood associations, nonprofit food organizations, willing neighbors
● Grocery Stores and retailers giving away plastic bags all the time

V. Environmental Quality

In 2030, what does it look like to successfully address residential energy use?

● Ban certain pesticides, contaminants from being used
● Install more city trash receptacles in busy neighborhoods
● Progress will require making targeted reductions in emissions from all sources as well as

changes in agriculture and industrial production processes.
● Continue the "Mayor" cleanup challenge and encourage individuals and companies to

clean up CR
● Specific air, water and land quality targets are established that ensure the health of all

citizens.  They are monitored constantly and sources of pollution are quickly addressed.
● I second the one about the mayor's challenge! It is both inspirational and encourages

everyone to participate.
● City parks or land should have recycle or trash bins.
● the entity building the road should be responsible for making appropriate vegetative

buffers along the road.
● Increase incentives for electric vehicles

How is success achieved? What, specifically needs to happen?

● Reduction in emissions from vehicles/ traffic
● Clean streets. Less waste going down storm drains
● Rebalance or keep up to date on newest trends in snow/ice mitigation. Sweeping the

streets to keep the mixture out of storm drains.

What resources are necessary to achieve success?

● promote urban tree planting, especially around high traffic areas
● create smaller green areas in urban corridors

Who needs to be involved in implementation to ensure equitable outcomes?

● The City
● Private businesses
● Trees Forever

VI. Park Access

In 2030, what does it look like to successfully address residential energy use?

● Access to green space/parks within walking distance from all underserved
neighborhoods. Additional shade and water features to help with heat.

● Include all parks on bus routes, public transportation. Improve accessibility to all parks
● Plan new parks in underserved areas.  Parks could be small to fit in areas where land is

not readily available.  Include planned trees and vegetation and spaces for people to
gather.
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● Have working restrooms at parks.. this is always an issue.
● Create a virtual map where parks can be found. Suggest activities that can be done at

each park
● Require all new developments in Cedar Rapids to be placed within 1/2 mile of an

existing park and/or to contribute land to the development of a park.
● Create parks in ways they attract residents ( eg. walking trail, flower area, exercise

station, pavilion, etc.). Parks should have safe access (bus, sidewalks, etc.)

How is success achieved? What, specifically needs to happen?

● Beautification of parks, painting crosswalks in a colorful, creative way, providing more
trashcans at parks, pavilions or shaded areas in all parks

● Intentionally mapping out now where parks should be located by 2030 and then develop
a plan to secure land.

● Convert abandoned land into "pocket parks" with little investment
● A park master plan is required and must be implemented to a defined timetable and

updated periodically.

What resources are necessary to achieve success?

● Landlords may need to give up some space to become a park. Possible in exchange for
some tax benefits and not having to maintain the property.

Who needs to be involved in implementation to ensure equitable outcomes?

● City planners, neighborhood organizations, landlords.
● Parks & Rec

VII. Access to Healthy Food

In 2030, what does it look like to successfully address residential energy use?

● If you are on foot, bike, or homeless, access to potable water when out and about is
important. You are also carrying everything. Water fountains at intersections, bus stops,
parks, and other public spaces are important.

● Healthy fresh food, including from local farmers, within 15 minutes of all residents.
● Convert unused lands to community gardens. Area businesses can donate products to

this cause. Also businesses donate time for planting, etc.
● The city is doing a great job planting fruit trees in public spaces; educating people about

what is edible would be the next step
● Ample food pantry programs with fresh farm food available to residents who can't afford

to buy organic at local groceries
● Abundance of urban farms available through the city for people who want to grow their

own food
● Local food sources are able to provide food to the community when climate disasters

temporarily cut us off from national food supply chains.
● we have great partners, including Feed Iowa First and Matthew 25. Continuing to

support these organizations and the distribution of food is important.
● Incentivize using food stamps and other aid on healthy foods and not overly processed

foods.
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How is success achieved? What, specifically needs to happen?

● Increased investment and development of pantries
● Access to city plots for growing food
● Incentives and support for local farmers to grow food instead of fuel and feed
● Local Processing facilities and freezers to keep perishable produce
● Offer property tax relief for business or organizations that grow food in urban areas or

that start corner groceries in underserved areas.

What resources are necessary to achieve success?

● Micro farmers markets at parks throughout the city with free/trade system
● City land to grow food on
● Translation materials and resources for new immigrants who want to both grow and buy

food
● Investment funds for local farmers to grow food
● seeds

Who needs to be involved in implementation to ensure equitable outcomes?

● Neighborhood associations, willing neighbors, nonprofit food organizations
● Immigrant farmers need to be a part of the conversation so they can bring their

experience, culture, and skills to the process
● more people would possibly garden, but driving to the existing rent-a-garden plots takes

resources. More local plots at low cost may be a viable alternative for struggling families.
● Mathew 25
● Meals on Wheels / Horizons

VIII. Green Economy

In 2030, what does it look like to successfully address residential energy use?

● Green jobs are excellent jobs that keep graduates in the area. Jobs to be able to buy a
home and raise a family

● using more efficient was of living, from traveling, building or working.
● A careful analysis of the skills needed to enable a green transition is completed and

appropriate education and job transition resources are made available to the community.
● identify synergistic green business opportunities and encourage their success via

developmental assistance and short term tax relief
● Kirkwood community college will have more programs focused on green job training. City

will offer scholarships and internships as needs arise.

How is success achieved? What, specifically needs to happen?

● Effective communication campaigns to combat misinformation about green tech and
green jobs

● Government investment in green jobs. Tax incentives to the green industry like we have
been giving to the fossil fuel industry.
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● All workers whose jobs may be diminished or eliminated due to the green transition are
identified well in advance and job transition plans are put in place to assist them in
finding new work in the emerging green industries.

● City promotes internships.

What resources are necessary to achieve success?

● Fresh, local food takes time to grow and harvest. Not always feasible from a time or
transportation perspective for people who are working multiple jobs.  Perhaps the
underemployed could be diverted to help with the growing and care of the gardens

● Training programs at Kirkwood and other schools
● Money to invest in green industries

Who needs to be involved in implementation to ensure equitable outcomes?

● Kirkwood, other universities
● Local solar businesses
● Wind companies
● Farmers, land owners

Next Steps and Closing. Abby Finis closed out the meeting and reminded forks the next
meeting is June 29th at 3pm and will focus on refining the initiatives.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 PM CST.
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